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AN’s review of activities during 2020 gives an overview of our various
types of activity during the past year, in terms of the types of help offered
and the numbers of people helped. In summary, over 900 households were
helped with aid during the year, in addition to other services. The report is
now available on our website at https://www.roafan.org/report2020/.

April 2021 has been officially recorded as one of the coolest Aprils in
recent years.  It has also been relatively dry. Now we await the warm wet
spring that would kick off the growing season but the forecasters suggest
that we will switch directly into a hot summer.  The residents at Casa
Neemia have been preparing the grounds and planting outdoor crops such
as the potatoes that will form a staple of their diet later in the year.  The
cooler weather has delayed the start of our polytunnel season so there is
now so catching up to do. 

At our warehouse, too, the grounds have been spruced up with the help
of Casa Neemia residents, most of whom are happy to be involved in the
wider range of AN activities.  We intend to plant another crop of maize
there once our farmer neighbour has prepared his own land.

The stocks of clothing at the warehouse are starting to dwindle.  With
the change of season we also need to change the type of clothing that we
offer.  It is a blessing that the supply of winter clothing has lasted well but
summer clothing is running short.  We appreciate the endeavours that the
teams  in  the  UK  are  making  to  prepare  new  loads  and  address  the
uncertainties of transport. 

RoAF is essentially a faith-based organisation that relies on prayer.
Below and overleaf we offer some prayer pointers, but please feel free
to add your own items as they come to mind. Prayer is our connection
with God’s  ultimate power source and,  without prayer support,  this
work would achieve nothing of lasting value. 

This month’s photos …
Help in three classes: animal, vegetable and mineral  

Our  teams  are  continuing  to  make  good  progress  with  the  task  of
preparing goods already in stock for transport.  In south Wales the main
activity has been the collection of items stored in domestic garages during
the winter.  Meanwhile, at Billingshurst a small team has been checking,
weighing and labelling the goods there in anticipation of being able to send
a manifest to Dorohoi, for appraisal and approval.

Please pray …
1. For those members of our team and their families who are still affected

by Covid, especially those working with the Casa Neemia residents.
2. About the impending shortage of clothing in our warehouse, and the

plans to bring in new stock as soon as possible.
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Give thanks …
1. For the ability to continue to help needy people through a combination

of residual stocks, local donations and sponsorship.
2. For the prospect of better times as the year progresses.

Give thanks …
1. For the ability to move about more freely than before.
2. For our supporters, in whatever way they help.

Please pray …
1. About the possibility of sending a lorry later this month.
2. About the condition of the warehouse used by the south Wales team.
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